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Executive Summary
This memo provides a summary of the Place Type and Degree of Change activities that were
conducted for six Kauaʻi communities in November of 2015. The activities were conducted
through a multi-day public workshop process that provided residents and stakeholders multiple
opportunities for input and feedback, and were intended to provide key policy direction
regarding the form, character, and nature of intended change for each community in the next 20
years. Comments received during the workshops have informed the contents of this document,
along with updates to the General Plan Land Use Map. Results from the workshops have been
shared with the CAC and are available online.
This process focused on communities in the planning districts of Waimea (Waimea and
Kekaha), Hanapepe-ʻEleʻele, and the North Shore (Kilauea, Princeville, and Hanalei) with no
current Community Plan. Place Types and Degrees of Change were considered for the planning
districts of Lihuʻe and South Kauaʻi (Koloa – Poipu – Kalaheo) during their respective
community plan processes that were completed in 2015. Policy direction regarding Place
Types and Degree of Change are intended to inform the current General Plan as well as provide
direction for future Community Plan activities, and thus may also be applicable to inform the
current Community Plan process for East Kauaʻi.

Summary of Methodology
Place Types on Kauaʻi
During the plantation era, places on Kauaʻi were centered on sugar cane fields and plantation
camps. These places were built to a pedestrian-oriented scale that made it possible to get
around on foot. The sugar cane fields that surrounded these places provided a de-facto
greenbelt that differentiated places of more intense human habitation from agricultural and
natural areas1. This relationship between built areas and natural or agricultural lands heavily
influences Kauaʻi’s character and has helped to reinforce Kauaʻi’s primarily rural identity.
As development has become more auto-oriented and less walkable over the past several
decades, the distinction between these places has been eroded. Auto-oriented, suburban growth
consumes rural and agricultural land without contributing to any meaningful sense of place on
the island.
Four distinct walkable place types have been identified for Kauaʻi, based on traditional
settlement patterns and existing places that exist on the island. These types provide a
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framework to establish a more intentional relationship between open spaces and developed
areas on the island, and to guide and characterize future development as infill or as extensions
of existing settlements. Place Types correspond to traditional settlement patterns on Kauaʻi, as
well as existing places on the island. Using place types to characterize Kauaʻi’s communities in
the General Plan helps to determine where certain types and intensities of development are
appropriate on Kauaʻi, keeping in mind that the four place types below support safe, walkable,
pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use development.
Rural Crossroads. Located at the intersection of two or more roads, a crossroad
provides a small amount of locally-serving retail and other services in a rural or less
urban context; crossroads transition quickly into rural or less-urban intensities and
activities, and/or into the natural environment. Historic examples of rural crossroads
include Kapaia in Lihuʻe and Pakala Village in Waimea.
Village. Located in less urbanized areas, small villages exist at the edge of the rural and
urban condition. A village has a main street with surrounding residential areas; this
however transitions quickly into agricultural uses and/or into the natural environment.
Historic examples of small villages include Hanalei on the North Shore and Lāwa‘i in
South Kauaʻi. They are typically scaled to about the size of one single neighborhood.
Small Town. Located in more urbanized areas, large villages are made up of clusters of
neighborhoods that can support a larger mixed-use environment. The mixed-use
environment can be located at the intersection of multiple neighborhoods or along a
corridor between multiple neighborhoods. Historic examples of small towns include
Kōloa Town in South Kauaʻi and Waimea Town in Waimea. They are typically scaled
to about the size of 2-3 neighborhoods.
Large Town. Located in urbanized areas, large towns are made up of clusters of
neighborhoods or villages that support a larger, more complex mixed-use environment.
Buildings within towns are often attached and may be up to four stories tall. Large
towns are important centers, and are typically made up of multiple (i.e. four or more)
neighborhoods. Līhuʻe is an example of a large town place type and is the only one on
the island.
A fifth historic place type, the Plantation Camp, is a remnant of a former plantation housing
camp that is not associated with a present-day mixed-use center and is located in a rural
context. This type is comprised of a cluster of houses with little or no retail or service uses.
While other place types promote pedestrian-oriented development, the single-use nature of this
place type results in an environment that is primarily auto-oriented, and therefore is not well
suited for the following discussion of characteristics or General Plan land use policy treatment.
Examples of plantation camps include Pākalā Village, Numila, and Kaumakani on the West
Side.
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In distinguishing place types, various traits can help define one place as distinct from another:
Place Type Characteristics
ACTIVITY MIX

What sorts of activities take place: residential, retail,
commercial, industrial, resort, civic, recreational? Larger places
tend to accommodate a broader range of activities, and at
greater intensities.

ORGANIZATION OF
USES

Are uses mixed horizontally, vertically, or both? While vertical
mixed-use has to date not occurred extensively on Kauaʻi, most
places on the island are supportive of horizontally-mixed use
environments.

CHARACTER OF
BUILDINGS

Are buildings attached or detached, single-story or multi-story,
long and shallow or narrow and deep? Larger places tend to
support more intense building forms in core areas, including
multi-story and attached buildings.

CONNECTIVITY

How do people get to and from a place? Place types tend to
have a variety of multimodal options and a high degree of
connectivity.

TRANSIT

What kind of transportation is available to and from the place?
Place types tend to have a form that is supportive of transit.

BLOCK STRUCTURE

Are blocks large or small, rectangular or radial?

THOROUGHFARE
NETWORK

Is the network simple or complex? Which modes of
transportation are prioritized? Places tend to have an
interconnected network of blocks that supports multimodal
access.

When development is focused within these compact, walkable place types, it helps to better
preserve the island’s important undeveloped context areas:
Natural. Areas that have not been developed on Kauaʻi. These areas include the many
ridges, waterfalls, and rugged coastlines of the island. No permanent development or
residential uses are found in the Natural areas of the island. Natural areas are meant for
permanent preservation.
Agricultural. Areas held in reserve for agricultural purposes with little development.
These areas range in scale from large agricultural fields, to taro fields and small papaya
farms.
Place Types - Composition
The fundamental building block of walkable places in Kauaʻi is the pedestrian shed, a ¼-mile
radius where spaces for living, working, shopping, learning, and recreation are typically
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located within a five-minute walk of one another. A pedestrian shed with this mix of uses
represents a complete neighborhood, where many daily needs may be met within walking
distance. While small places in Kauaʻi such as rural crossroads or village may encompass a
single pedestrian shed, larger, more complex places such as towns may incorporate multiple
pedestrian sheds. As places get larger and more intense, this mix of uses can extend out to a ½
mile radius around the center.
Within a walkable place type, activities and building forms typically increase in intensity as
they approach the center, where the most intense mix of activities and buildings occurs in the
form of a main street or neighborhood center. This core area typically has an interconnected
network of streets and blocks that supports multimodal access, including transit. In some
instances, the reduced intensity of activities and building forms at the edge of the walkable
place type may help the transition to surrounding rural or natural lands. This spectrum of
activities and building forms can roughly be described as Center, General, and Edge
conditions.
Neighborhood Condition

Typical Mix of Uses

Neighborhood Center/Main Street

Commercial, Civic/Institutional, Park, Residential

Neighborhood General

Residential, Home Occupation, Civic/Institutional, Park

Neighborhood Edge

Residential, Home Occupation, Park

Place Types and Degree of Change
As a planning tool, Place Types provide a framework for learning and analysis. They help
describe the existing conditions around Kauaʻi, and can be used to describe what different parts
of the island want to be in the future. They can also help to locate and prioritize public
improvements that increase multimodal access, such as context-sensitive design changes to
highways passing through communities.
When integrated into General Plan policy direction, they are used in conjunction with an
intended degree of change. Determining degree of change helps to articulate how much change
is appropriate in different places on Kauaʻi in order to achieve the visions for each community
on the island. Three degrees of change were identified in the Kauaʻi General Plan workshops to
describe community visions:
Minimal Change, for a place that is maintained
Incremental Change, for a place that allows for change over time and evolves
Transformational Change, for a place that encourages significant change to occur
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Examples of Strategies for
Minimal Change
-

-

Occasional infill of
vacant lots
Occasional
redevelopment of
dilapidated properties
Minor improvements to
public realm
Repairs and minor
upgrades to infrastructure
as needed

Examples of Strategies for
Incremental Change
-

-

Encourage infill of vacant
and under-utilized lots
Encourage mixed use and
medium-density where
appropriate
Improvements to public
realm
Upgrade infrastructure

Examples of Strategies for
Transformative Change
-

-

-

Encourage infill of vacant
and under-utilized lots
Encourage mixed use and
medium-density where
appropriate
Redevelop existing
opportunity sites
Maximize mobility and
links to transit
Transformational
Improvements to public
realm
Major infrastructure
upgrades

In order to determine the desired degree of change for each community, the workshops asked
participants to respond with impressions and ideas about specific changes to the following
character components of their community:
Site Frontages: How do structures address the street?
Parking: Where is parking primarily located?
Pedestrian Facilities: What is pedestrians’ comfort in using streets? Are community
facilities well-connected by pedestrian routes?
Right-Sizing the Center: Is there a defined central gathering place for the community?
Building Intensity: Is the size of the center appropriate for its uses?
Infrastructure and Services: What is the typical building height (in stories)? What is a
desirable scale and character?
Destinations and Amenities: Does the center draw people because of its uses or
character?

Summary of the Place Type Visioning Workshops
Intent of Workshop
Various workshop exercises were used to determine the existing place type designation and
intended degree of change for each community involved. By drafting possible future land use
maps for each community, the workshops also were able to explore whether and how place
type/degree of change characterizations could be relevant for articulating the 2035 General
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Plan vision for Kauaʻi’s communities.
The workshops focused on six communities without previous Community Plans: Hanapēpē and
ʻEleʻEle; Waimea Town and Kekaha Town in Waimea; and Hanalei, Kīlauea, and Princeville
on the North Shore. During the week, these communities were toured by bus and on foot, and
participants shared vision statements for the future, as well as feedback regarding the desired
degrees of change for different community character elements.
Feedback from community members helped to refine the locations and extent of “centers” in
each community. After locating community centers, it was possible to assign a Place Type to
each community based on its current physical form and size relative to its center, and the scale
of the center itself. The vision statements and tour observations from the opening sessions,
once organized thematically, provided additional insight to the design team in identifying the
overall desired degree of change for each community.
Community Results:
West Side Communities
West side workshop participants valued the rural, small town setting inherent to
Hanapepe/Eleʻele, Waimea, and Kekaha, and identified with the close-knit, communityoriented attitude of its residents that were friendly and welcoming to outsiders. While each
community expressed slightly different attitudes with regards to growth and change, they were
largely supportive of modest growth provided that the existing form and character of their
communities was not significantly changed or compromised.
Integrating Transit: The integration of consolidated parking and transit facilities was a common
discussion thread throughout the West Side communities. Participants considered ways that
pools of public parking and transit stops could be integrated into town centers, establishing
“park-once” facilities and providing convenient transfer points for tourists accessing regional
destinations such as Waimea Canyon and Kokeʻe State Park, while supporting town center
vitality.
Hanapēpē,‘Ele‘Ele, and Port Allen
Place Type: Small Town
Character/Key Values:
-

Peaceful/Laidback/Sunny

-

Country/Rural/Small Towns

-

Welcoming

-

Community/Ohana/Closely-Knit

-

Local Style/Culture/Grounded

Degree of Change: Incremental
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Vision Statement: Hanapēpē is an appropriate location for incremental change. Residents
value maintaining the character and “soul” of the historic town, a thriving center for artists and
craftspeople, but also see opportunities for significantly increasing pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity across the community, which could result in some transformative projects.
Incremental infill across the town may help to fill in “missing teeth” in the historic downtown,
provide affordable housing options in a variety of forms, and revitalize the western portion of
Hanapēpē Road. New infill in the town center would also sensitively provide for public and
semi-public space that supports activities such as markets, and preserve important community
character such as “mom-and-pop” shops along Kaumuali‘i Highway. The state owns a
significant amount of land along Hanapēpē Road and has no plans for improvement, however a
revitalization plan for the area could be developed in cooperation with appropriate state
agencies. Major connectivity opportunities are envisioned at the highway, along the river, and
connecting to and along the coast. Safe crossings are a priority, especially for children traveling
between Hanapēpē Heights, the town center, and the Neighborhood Center park and stadium.
Improved multimodal access to the shore is important, especially between Hanapēpē Heights,
Hanapēpē town, and Salt Pond Park. A shoreline trail connecting Salt Pond Park to Port Allen
is a popular idea both as an alternate route and valuable recreational amenity for residents.
Finally, improved riverside access could offer another attractive alternate pedestrian route
through town and encourage recreational use of the river, maintaining the historic swinging
bridge as an important destination for both visitors and residents.
‘Ele‘ele is also suited for incremental change, especially with the opportunity for Port Allen
and ‘Ele‘ele Shopping Center to connect to new residential neighborhoods (including the Lima
Ola workforce housing project) as they develop over time. While the Port and shopping center
are recognized as a valuable node, there is an opportunity to consolidate parking and transit
facilities for recreational users if ʻEleʻele shopping center redevelops and expands, providing a
key development and open space opportunity for the port’s current parking lot. Connectivity to
this node is also critical, and could be improved through improved highway crossings and an
alternate pedestrian/bicycle route paralleling the highway as new residential neighborhoods are
added along ‘Ele‘ele’s eastern edge.
As Hanapēpē and ‘Ele‘ele evolve, residents value integration of public open space for residents
to enjoy ocean and river views, and access to coastal areas and a possible regional open space
network in coastal areas. As the distinct places of Hanapēpē, ‘Ele‘ele, and Port Allen evolve,
the desire is that connectivity would increase among them.
Centers in Hanapēpē, ‘Ele‘ele, and Port Allen: Within Hanapēpē the neighborhood center
designation is proposed to implement the existing Town Center designation of the 2000
General Plan with one exception: west of Puolo/Hanapēpē Park Road the boundary is extended
to incorporate all points of the Hanapēpē Road/ Kaumuali‘i Highway intersection. The Center
designation is also applied to the core parcels facing Waialo Road in Port Allen, differentiating
the potential for mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented development along Waialo Road and the
industrial and residential properties to the east and west, respectively.
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Waimea and Kekaha
Kekaha Place Type: Small Town
Waimea Place Type: Small Town
Character/Key Values:
-

Community-Minded

-

Country Living

-

Historic/Timeless

-

Peaceful/Relaxed/Quiet/Isolated

-

Family/Ohana/Home

Kekaha Degree of Change: Incremental
Waimea Degree of Change: Incremental
Vision Statement: Kekaha residents envision incremental change to build on their proud
agricultural identity through new related businesses in town, while maintaining the relaxed
country-living atmosphere that is unique to the West Side. Clustering new commercial and
community activity along Kekaha Road near existing businesses, especially near the Kokeʻe
Road intersection, can better enable residents’ multimodal transportation options. Agrotourism
or value-added agriculture businesses are seen as a major economic opportunity that can
preserve the communityʻs agricultural heritage. The vacant mill sites, under common
ownership, could offer a transformative change for the community, if re-developed to be part
of a new agrobusiness and agrotourism center, that could include both value-adding lightindustrial and processing businesses, and markets or small local vendors for visitors, as well as
housing. Any new infill should maintain the small-scale character of the community. More
modest projects could improve pedestrian mobility throughout town, such as building
sidewalks on important connector streets such as Elepaio Road. Kekaha Road is recognized as
an important secondary, parallel route to the highway, particularly for pedestrians and
bicyclists, and residents also desire to encourage slow speeds on local streets. Better
multimodal connectivity to Waimea is a priority, and residents favor a separated path
especially to enable easier bicycle access to Waimea’s town center.
Kekaha’s strong community-minded residents are eager to explore community-driven changes
for revitalization, rather than waiting solely on private development, through proactive means
such as grant funding for multimodal circulation improvements.
Waimea is the civic center of the West Side, home to the high school and other community
facilities as well as to a variety of restaurants and retail stores. It is also a historic settlement on
the island, and, as the gateway to the Waimea Valley, experiences many visitors passing
through to Waimea Canyon and Kokeʻe State Parks. Waimea is suited for incremental change,
to continue improving on its ability to serve both resident and tourist needs. The community’s
existing historic center is active and attractive, but residents see opportunities for it to continue
to improve as a vibrant walkable destination. The central square is highly valued, and residents
would like to explore ways to expand the space, recalling that the park had been larger
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historically but cut away over time with streets and parking. Lucy Wright Park is another
important community destination located just a block from the central square that could benefit
from improved facilities and parking. Two distinct centers have developed along Kaumualiʻi
Highway – one node at Waimea Road serving mostly locals, and another around Makeke Road
catering more to tourists – and residents expressed interest in exploring opportunities for
connecting these nodes for pedestrians. At the west end, the former mill site makai from the
West Kauai Tech &Visitorʻs Center is a key opportunity site to establish pedestrian-oriented,
civic and retail space for both visitors and residents.
Residents like the center’s planting strip-lined sidewalks, but also desire Waimea’s future
pedestrian facilities to respond appropriately to neighboring rural character, such as
considering gravel shoulders for pedestrian travel along secondary streets. In general,
improving multimodal transportation options is a priority to alleviate some parking pressures in
the town center. One key to this initiative is increasing safe pedestrian highway crossings,
especially near the high school, as well as calming highway intersections with difficult leftturns for vehicles. New mixed-use one- and two-story infill in the center is welcome, in
keeping with the current mixed scale. In nearby neighborhoods, a variety of small-scale
housing is desirable, especially to offer options appropriate for the culture and opportunities to
“age in place.” To continue to support visitor activity, the community sees value in continuing
to improve on its various tourist facilities, such as public bathrooms and access to the tourist
center.
Residents considered that a walking route to connect the various historic sites in town could be
another way to enhance the town center for visitors, and build upon the community’s rich
historic heritage.
Centers in Kekaha and Waimea: In Kekaha, the neighborhood center designation is proposed
to amend the existing Town Center designation of the 2000 General Plan, reducing the size to
reflect a more reasonably walkable scale for the center. This is achieved by removing
residential neighborhoods from the boundary to more accurately reflect areas where mixed-use
activity would be appropriate. The Center boundary is pulled back to Amakihi Road to the
west; to the eastern edge of the mill site to the east, to allow potential mixed-use re-purposing
of the mill area; and to the back side of Kehaka Road properties on the makai edge. Existing
agricultural lands delineate the mauka edge of the neighborhood center.
In Waimea, the 2000 General Plan’s Town Center boundary is also reduced to a more
walkable, ¼- to ½-mile scale for the new proposed neighborhood center designation. To the
west, large single-use institutional properties such as the middle school and hospital are
removed, with the new boundary set at Huakai Road; the tech and visitors’ centers are included
to prioritize pedestrian connectivity up to this location from the walkable nodes further east
along the highway. The new mauka boundary is set at Tsuchiya Road and includes the first
block on the mauka side of Kaumauliʻi Highway. The eastern boundary is maintained at the
river. The makai boundary is pulled back to Kahakai Road and Laau Road, to discourage
redevelopment directly along the coast given concerns of future coastal flooding. Two areas
west of Waimea that were designated as Residential Community in the 2000 General Plan but
which are not connected to the existing community have been designated as Agricultural to be
more consistent with the community’s vision.
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North Shore Communities
North Shore communities of Hanalei, Princeville, and Kilauea valued the rural, isolated
character of the north shore and its inherent natural beauty, and the strong sense of community
central to each. While each community differed somewhat in its approach to growth and
change, north shore communities generally had greater concerns regarding the impacts of new
development as well as the negative effects of tourism.
Integrating Transit: The integration of consolidated parking and transit facilities was a common
discussion thread throughout the North Shore communities. Participants considered ways that
pools of public parking and transit stops could be integrated into town centers, establishing
“park-once” facilities and providing convenient transfer points for tourists accessing Kilauea
Lighthouse and Hāʻena State Park, with the goal of mitigating the impact of tourist traffic on
the Kuhio highway and parking facilities at existing visitor destinations.
Hanalei, Kīlauea, and Princeville
Hanalei Place Type: Village
Kīlauea Place Type: Small Town
Princeville Place Type: Undetermined (Village, or no walkable place type to be applied)
Character/Key Values:
-

Rural/Isolated

-

Resilient/Protective/Healthy

-

Natural Beauty/Verdant

-

Challenged/Threatened

-

Community/Teamwork

Hanalei Degree of Change: Minimal
Kīlauea Degree of Change: Incremental
Princeville Degree of Change: Incremental
Vision Statement:
Hanalei
A minimal degree of change is anticipated for Hanalei, a community with a thriving center
whose focus is to maintain its historic character and restore instances where it has been
damaged. The pleasant, informal, pedestrian-scaled existing center can be maintained through
modest flexibility in site frontages of new infill, allowing buildings to set back at varying
intervals to provide civic space or pedestrian amenities like outdoor seating. Despite allowing
frontage flexibility, new off-street parking lots are located behind buildings, and existing lots
are screened by landscaping, to support a better pedestrian environment at the street.
“Complete streets” that balance pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and private vehicle activity are a
goal for residents, with context-sensitive elements that act to calm traffic on the highway, and
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safe crossings for pedestrians, but with an emphasis on street designs that are consistent with
Hanalei’s rural character. On the east side of town, a path or informal sidewalk along Kuhio
Highway is desired to connect existing businesses which otherwise lack a safe, established
route. Another opportunity for improved circulation is a possible parallel, multi-use trail mauka
of Kuhio Hwy, which could connect community civic uses between the single row of existing
buildings and existing agricultural lands.
Traffic congestion on the highway into town is a significant issue, and closely related is the
primary concern about the current large number of tourists passing through Hanalei and the
town’s capacity to manage this daily influx of visitors. Exploring transportation alternatives for
traveling to and around Hanalei is thus a priority in order to mitigate peak vehicular traffic
levels and tourist impacts on the town, but with sensitivity to the goal of improving the means
of access, rather than increasing the volume of tourist access, to the town. One such
consideration is to implement a bike-share program in the town center that would provide
opportunities to reduce private vehicular trips. Such a program could be coordinated with
regional transit and shuttle options connecting to other park-and-ride locations on the North
Shore and even elsewhere on Kauai, allowing visitors to easily travel to regional destinations
including Kilauea Lighthouse, Keʻe Beach, and Haʻena State Park without using a private
vehicle. Trail connections (outlined in the 2012 Kauaʻi Path North Shore Path Alternatives
Report) between Hanalei and Princeville were also discussed as an alternative, recreational
option for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Tourist capacity is a continued concern for residents, who wish to see TVRs convert back to
housing for locals and the stabilization of Hanaleiʻs population, which has been in decline. In
preparing the community for possible hurricanes and tsunamis, clear and abundant signage will
be important for the education of this constant visitor population.
Hanalei’s sensitive natural environment and strained single highway access-point into town
make the control of the community’s future growth important; the previous Town Center
boundary, extending farther west than the existing commercial center, has thus been reduced in size
to incorporate only the current mixed-use area at its eastern end. Although the center is not
expected to expand, residents would like to see more neighborhood-serving businesses
amongst the shops in the center.
Princeville
An incremental degree of change could help Princeville to provide better connectivity and
preserve public access to open space, while adopting more compact and connected land use
patterns for future development. Residents expressed that public access and connectivity are
primary issues for lands both mauka and makai of Kuhio Highway. Public access to the
shoreline has come under threat as vacation residences continue to develop down the coast.
The community faces a critical need to preserve and restore public access to beaches,
shorelines, and open space as new development progresses. In addition, public pedestrian and
bicycle access is important to preserve and improve through Princeville’s neighborhoods and
properties. As Princeville expands, good street connections are also critical to establish
between Phases I and II, to improve pedestrian and bicycle circulation and not further
exacerbate the busy Kuhio Highway.
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Residents strongly desire more sensitive considerations of land use and development rights for
Princeville’s surrounding rural and agricultural lands. The community has seen the impacts of a
loosely-defined agricultural land use, with large-lot residential subdivisions consuming
valuable undeveloped land and eroding the rural character of the North Shore. However, these
“gentleman estates” were still preferred to high-density condos; residents desire that new
resorts would be developed at an appropriate, small-footprint scale for the rural surroundings.
More thoughtful consideration of appropriate locations for developable land uses is also a
priority; for example, community members expressed widespread sentiment to limit
development mauka of the highway, concentrating new residential neighborhoods and
institutions (such as a school) close to the cores of existing communities
Perhaps the most effective opportunity for Princeville’s evolution toward better connectivity
and sustainable growth patterns is to encourage the Princeville Shopping Center and its
environs to transform in a way that increases multimodal access and connectivity, where
common ownership helps to ensure a master-planned approach. This could include better
pedestrian crossings between the Center and adjacent areas, including the affordable housing
project to the west, and improved pedestrian facilities and context-sensitive elements to calm
vehicular traffic along the scenic viewplane portion of Kuhio highway, including safe
shoulders and pedestrian crossings to the Hanalei Valley Lookout. A regional transit facility
can also be incorporated into the expansion of the Princeville Shopping Center, providing a
shuttle stop for visitors traveling between North Shore destinations, with an accompanying
park-and-ride lot. Mixed-use development can be focused at this node.
Kīlauea
Local interest in modest growth and a desire to improve tourist traffic strains make Kīlauea an
ideal candidate for incremental growth. Residents express that the current center is too small
for local commercial needs, and would like to see more neighborhood-serving services to
reduce local reliance on Princeville Center. More housing and an expansion of the town center
beyond what is called for in the existing Town Center plan, which calls for about 200-240 new
homes, could be coupled with denser development within the surrounding Neighborhood
General area to accommodate closer to 300-350 homes in the area. At the same time, Kīlauea
Road already faces significant traffic from tourists traveling to the iconic lighthouse. This can
be addressed with an expansion of the center westward from Keneke Street, with a new road
connection from the center to Kuhio Highway serving as a backbone for new neighborhood
development. Traffic headed both to the center and the lighthouse could use this as a new
primary route, relieving traffic on the residential portions of Kīlauea Road. The center’s
westward expansion could also integrate a pool of parking for tourists, coordinated with a new
shuttle to the lighthouse and other North Shore destinations, to further manage access and
mitigate tourist traffic impacts. Live/work buildings were envisioned as a naturally-fitting
building type option for the community, allowing residents to generate capital directly out of
the home. Improved pedestrian and bicycle routes further support this evolution of the
walkable center. Residents desire more consistent sidewalks, path connections to the
agricultural park, and coordinated multimodal trail options between North Shore communities
and even between different mokus. Improved access and connections to the local beaches from
the center is a further priority, as is the addition of industrial lands in Kīlauea to allow for more
local production space.
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Kīlauea’s relationship with Kuhio Highway is also a focus for future change, especially to
improve safe access and community visibility. A series of roundabouts is one possible strategy
to create attractive gateways, slow vehicle speeds passing Kīlauea, and create safer
intersections. Future roundabouts could be implemented at the new westward bypass road to
Keneke Street, connecting to the highway across from Kauaʻi Miniature Golf; at Kolo Road, a
current primary entrance to the community; and at Hookui road, near a small assortment of
commercial businesses. Any considerations of growth are coupled with existing concerns of
water and municipal sewer access. The community expresses interest in also considering
progressive solutions to sewage treatment, and encouraging more widespread rainwater
catchment practices.
As with the rest of the North Shore, Kīlauea residents balance their desires for growth of a
neighborhood-serving center with great concern for maintaining the precious local natural
environment, especially with significant tourist demand on the region. The community shares a
desire to create a coordinated shuttle service for the North Shore to relieve highway traffic
demands, and could implement a park-and-ride lot either within the new center expansion, or at
the Kauaʻi Miniature Golf property.
Centers on the North Shore: Given the commitment to limit the community’s future growth,
and the desire to preserve the historic and cultural landscape along the highway west of the
town center, the center designation is reduced from its 2000 General Plan size and shape along
its western extent, to the west side of the post office to reflect the current extents of mixed-use
activity in Hanalei.
Kīlauea’s 2000 General Plan Town Center boundary is largely maintained in location and scale
for the new proposed neighborhood center designation, with small adjustments to the northern
and western edges. The existing residential neighborhood makai of the center is removed to
establish the northern boundary. The western edge is tweaked to represent a more realistic
general location of the center extension based on the likely alignment of a new western bypass
road; the depth of this western portion approximates the land area necessary for reasonable
mixed-use development lots with parking.
In Princeville a neighborhood center designation is proposed for the existing Princeville
Shopping Center and adjacent parcels between Hanalei Plantation Road and Ka Haku Road.
These include the fire station, affordable housing community, and vacant land to the west of
the shopping center and the bank building, library and vacant land on the mauka side of
Emmalani Drive to the west. While Princeville is a private, master-planned development, the
shopping center is mixed use and serves as a community hub that exhibits characteristics of a
neighborhood center. Given land use patterns makai of the highway, and substantial
topography changes mauka, there is little opportunity to create a truly walkable center-generaledge community condition around the shopping center. Nonetheless, developers could be given
the choice to opt in to form-based zoning for expansion of the Princeville Shopping Center in
order to improve and expand upon its function as a center for the community.
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Informing the General Plan Land Use Map
Land Use for Walkable Places
For the most part, the Place Typing exercise emphasized policy direction for Kauaʻi’s former
plantation settlements. Places that have developed more recently, such as Princeville or Kukui
Grove in Līhuʻe, are physically very different. Distinguishing walkable land use designations
associated with the place types suggest that the General Plan land use designations should be
broadened to more specifically address the different kinds of built environments that currently
exist and/or are desired in the future. The built environment can thus be classified into
walkable contexts and drivable contexts:
Drivable areas are those in which a person is mostly dependent on the automobile to
travel to work, or other destinations, and to accomplish most shopping and recreation
needs. These environments may have areas where it is sometimes possible to walk or
ride a bike for recreational purposes, but due to the lack of connectivity or nearby
amenities, are not favorable for walking or biking as a primary mode of transportation
on a day-to-day basis. The design and layout of development in these areas is driven by
the need to accommodate the automobile. Land uses are segregated and often buffered,
leaving large distances between them which further require the automobile for day-today functions.
Walkable areas are those in which a person can walk, bike or ride transit to work and
to fulfill most shopping and recreation needs. These environments allow for the use of
automobiles but do not require the use of a vehicle to accommodate most daily needs.
Walkable areas are built with a pattern where a person could live with limited reliance
on the automobile and are conducive to destination walking and cycling and have
access to transit. Walkable areas are largely supported through a network of
interconnected, tree-lined streets, a diversity of housing choices and a mix of
appropriate commercial and residential uses in a compact form. These areas also
support public transit due to their compact nature.
The General Plan land use map can better reinforce walkable places by providing land use
designations that differentiate between these two contexts. New land use designations for
walkable places would signify the intended areas for accommodating future growth. The
proposed land use designations for walkable places would be:
Neighborhood (or [Place Type Name]) Center: Intended for a mixed-use core of
community centers, cluster of retail and service activity, civic spaces and primary
destinations. Would generally reassess and replace the Town Center boundary found in
the 2000 General Plan. Centers typically provide a mix of detached and attached
buildings, 1-4 stories in height. The Center designation can be applied to parcels in the
core area of communities.
Neighborhood (or [Place Type Name]) General: Intended for medium intensity mixeduse environments that support the Center with medium intensity housing, services,
civic spaces, etc. within roughly ¼ mile of the Center boundary. Would generally
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reassess and replace Residential Community land use in this area. General areas
typically provide mostly detached, with some attached, buildings, 1-2 stories in height,
that can accommodate a range of multifamily housing types.
Neighborhood (or [Place Type Name]) Edge: Intended for lower intensity,
predominantly residential neighborhoods well connected to the general and center
areas, within roughly ½ mile of the center boundary. Would generally reassess and
replace Residential Community land use in this area. Edge areas typically provide
mostly detached buildings, 1-2 stories in height, that accommodate mostly single
family with some multifamily housing types.
The General and Edge areas could be applied conceptually following the ¼ and ½ mile
boundaries, with the intent of providing policy direction for future zoning changes.
The above land use designations could be further differentiated to apply to specific
Place Types and vary in intensity, e.g. a Small Town such as Waimea could
incorporate the following designations: Small Town Center, Small Town General,
Small Town Edge.
These land use designations can be applied to existing communities, as they have in the
workshops, as well as to new growth areas where walkable patterns are desired.
Land Use Recommendations for Drivable Places
While this charrette process focused primarily on walkable areas, the following
recommendations may be considered for drivable land use designations:
Residential Community: This land use definition should be modified to occur only roughly
outside the ½ mile boundary of existing neighborhood centers, and should no longer be
utilized as a growth tool. This could be re-characterized as a land use that is more specific
in its intent (ie higher intensity/density residential neighborhoods should have a different
form and location).
Business/Industrial: This land use definition should be created to accommodate business,
transportation, production-oriented, and light industrial uses and could be modeled after the
definition added to the South Kauaʻi Future Land Use map in the South Kauaʻi Community
Plan.
Agriculture: Modify the existing Agriculture designation to differentiate between High
Quality Agriculture lands (IAL lands) and Regular Agriculture lands. Careful consideration
could be given as to whether or not agricultural subdivisions should be allowed in both, or
limited only to Regular Agriculture, and if the agricultural estate development pattern can
be clustered on a site, rather than distributed throughout the site, through an open space setaside requirement or other mechanism.
Natural/Rural: The existing Open designation could be modified and/or distinguished to
accommodate natural lands appropriate for resource conservation, and potentially rural
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lands appropriate for very sparse or low-intensity, non-agricultural development.

A Note about Resort Land Use
The existing resort land use designation does not prescribe a particular form or character to the
resort use. Princeville, for example, which is a suburban community of gated, residential
subdivisions, and the Waimea Plantation Cottages, which provides small cottages in a network
of small streets and blocks more or less connected with Waimea town, provide two very
different community forms und the same land use designation. The General Plan could be more
prescriptive about the form and character of future resorts to ensure their compatibility with
existing communities and their potential as walkable places.
Determining Future Land Use Maps for Communities
The charrette process can serve as a model strategy to determine the future land use map for
other communities on the island. Generally, the following are important steps that should be
considered when repeating this process:
1. Right-size the existing Town Center Overlay boundary to more closely resemble actual
conditions on the ground. In most cases, this involves limiting the extent of the
boundary to the core commercial and mixed-use area. Apply the “Neighborhood
Center” designation in place of the Town Center Overlay designation.
2. Offset the new “Neighborhood Center” boundary by ¼ and ½ mile. These offset lines
represent the distance a pedestrian could travel within a five and 10-minute walk,
respectively, taking natural barriers limiting connectivity into account, such as
topography.
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3. Reassess the “Residential Community” designation within the ¼ mile radius to
“Neighborhood General.” In most cases, neighborhoods adjacent to the center with a
well-connected block pattern that is supportive of a wide variety of housing types are
appropriate for the Neighborhood General designation. The extent of the boundary
should take natural barriers, such as topography and waterways, into account.
4. Reassess the “Residential Community” designation within the ½ mile radius to
“Neighborhood Edge.” In most cases, neighborhoods that maintain some connectivity
with the General and Center areas are appropriate for this designation, but the extent of
the boundary should take natural barriers, and or discontinuous street and block
patterns, into account.
5. Residential community and other land use designated in the previous General Plan that
have not seen development activity may want to be eliminated or reduced in the
current GP if they fall outside the ¼ and ½ mile radii, particularly if corresponding
zoning amendments have not been completed.
6. In small place types (crossroads and villages), allow Agriculture and Natural/Open
land use designations to override future growth considerations to ensure compact
community form. In larger place types (small towns and large towns), use General and
Edge designations to consider growth to the ½ mile offset where appropriate.
Implementation Considerations for GP Future Land Use
•

Walkable land use designations could require FBC zoning application at the time of
the community plan.

•

Walkable land use designations should prioritize pedestrian, bicycle, transit
connectivity, and service through public projects and the form of new development.

•

Drivable land use designations could apply FBC or conventional zoning at the time of
community plan.

•

Drivable land use designations should apply complete streets policies but assume a
more balanced, multimodal approach in public projects and in new development.

ATTACHMENTS (13)
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